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Abstract—Data stream processing and analytics (DSPA) applications
are widely used to process the ever increasing amounts of data streams
produced by highly geographical distributed data sources such as fixed
and mobile IoT devices in order to extract valuable information in a
timely manner for real-time actuation. To efficiently handle this ever
increasing amount of data streams, the emerging Edge/Fog computing
paradigms is used as the middle-tier between the Cloud and the IoT
devices to process data streams closer to their sources and to reduce
the network resource usage and network delay to reach the Cloud. In
this paper, we account for the fact that both network resources and
computational resources can be limited and shareable among multiple
DSPA applications in the Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture, hence it is
necessary to ensure their efficient usage. In this respect, we propose
a resource-aware and time-efficient heuristic called SOO that identifies
a good DSPA operator placement on the Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture
towards optimizing the trade-off between the computational and network
resource usage. Via thorough simulation experiments, we show that the
solution provided by SOO is very close to the optimal one while the
execution time is considerably reduced.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, Edge/Fog computing, IoT, data
stream, continuous query, heuristic

definitely cause excessive stress on network resources and introduce
network delays for real-time IoT applications.
In this respect, the solution lies in taking advantage of the emerging
Edge/Fog computing paradigms [6]. They introduce a middle-tier between the IoT devices and the Cloud, in order to extend computational
resources close to IoT devices and hence to process data streams
near their sources, consequently to reduce network consumption and
network delay and to enforce data privacy. The Edge/Fog computing
relies on geographical distributed heterogeneous nodes such as mobile
or fixed IoT devices (e.g., camera, connected vehicle, smartphone,
etc.), small data centers, routers, wireless base stations, etc. that come
with stringent resource constraints in terms of limited computational
resources (e.g., CPU, RAM, etc.) and limited power supply (e.g.,
rechargeable batteries, solar energy, etc.) that may have to be shared
amongst several DSPA applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today, more and more data are delivered in real-time. Real-time
data are not kept or stored, but are passed along to the end user as
quickly as they are gathered. The time value of data is essential to
many applications requiring real-time (or near real-time) control and
automation such as smart transportation [1], security [2], augmented
or virtual reality [3]. Working with real-time data requires stream
processing compared to batch processing of historical data. Data
stream processing and analytics (DSPA) engines aim to continuously
process unbounded data streams generated by multiple distributed
sources to extract valuable information in timely manner via a series
of continuous operators such as aggregation, filter, join, etc. [4].
DSPA applications are typically deployed in the Cloud in order
to benefit from practically unlimited computational resources on
demand. Such centralized solutions favor application availability but
may suffer from network congestion and delay issues in case of highly
dynamic data streams. Additionally, data propagation to the Cloud
may compromise privacy of sensitive data. Recent breakthroughs in
network technology allow to realize post-Cloud architectures in order
to collect and process real-time data. 5G networks [5] enable an
increased network bandwidth capacity up to 10 Gbps, low-latency
communications down to 1 ms, and a high connectivity density up to
1 million of IoT devices per km2 . This enables IoT devices to transmit
a greater number of data streams at high data rates. However, pushing
such amount of real-time data systematically to the Cloud could

Fig. 1. Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture example

However, the majority of research efforts related to Edge/Fog-based
data stream processing focus on optimizing network resource usage
and end-to-end network delay, while only ensuring that the capacity
of Edge/Fog computational resources is not exceeded [7]–[9]. Clearly,
DSPA operators should also account for both the computational
capacities available at the heterogeneous Edge/Fog nodes and the
highly dynamic workloads related to the spatio-temporal dynamics
of real data produced in the wild for multiple DSPA applications
[10]. Thus, to distribute computations of a DSPA application across
the Edge/Fog and Cloud layers, we need to consider optimal tradeoffs between the management of network resources used to reach the
Cloud (i.e., network bandwidth, network delay) and the management

of computational resources (CPU, RAM) exploited at Edge/Fog
nodes.
In this paper, we assume the Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture as a
hierarchical wide area resource network shareable by several DSPA
applications [6]. As depicted in Figure 1, at the root of the hierarchy
we consider a Cloud node providing computational and network
resources on demand. Linked to Cloud node, a set of Fog nodes
provide limited computational and network resources at the Fog
layer [11]. We assume an overlay network based on the publishsubscribe protocol MQTT [12] to transport data streams across the
Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture. In this respect, we consider at the
Edge mobile IoT devices (e.g., vehicles) per geographical area that
produce and publish data at a certain rate (e.g., 4KB/s [13]) each
one to the MQTT instance deployed on the closest Fog node via 5G
antennas. We assume that these antennas enable high connectivity
density and lossless communication for IoT devices. If a part of
the DSPA application is deployed on this Fog node, the MQTT
instance transfers these data to the Fog application part and expects
the resulting output data back in order to send them to the MQTT
instance deployed in the Cloud for further processing. Otherwise if
no application part is deployed on the Fog node, the Fog MQTT
instance transfers directly these data to the Cloud MQTT instance.
We consider for example a DSPA application for country wide
traffic monitoring that gives periodically the traffic status per region
[14]. This DSPA application aggregates and analyses the data streams
(e.g., vehicle identifier, GPS-location, driving speed) produced by
the moving vehicles in the different regions of a country. Given the
varying number and the mobility of vehicles, data streams can be
very dynamic in a geographical area.
The related problem consists in identifying the DSPA operator
replication and placement scheme across heterogeneous Edge-FogCloud resources in order to optimize the resource usage while
satisfying the maximum resource usage constraints with respect to
the evolution of the data stream rates. In this paper, we formulate the
corresponding optimization problem and show that it is NP-hard.
In our previous work [15], we introduced a holistic cost model
of both network (bandwidth, delay) and computational resources
(CPU/RAM of nodes) and formulated the operator scheduling problem as a single objective optimization (SOO) problem of the combined resource cost, and further as an instance of integer linear programming (ILP) subject to inequality constraints. In this respect, we
employed the CPLEX tool [16] to find an optimal solution. However,
our SOO-CPLEX solution may incur a high execution time for large
problem sizes due to the NP-hardness of the optimization problem.
Hence, this solution is not appropriate for dynamic scheduling of
DSPA operators in response to highly dynamic data streams.
In this paper, we introduce a heuristic solution, which we call
SOO, to the streaming operator scheduling problem. SOO leverages
the particularities of the problem in hand in order to reduce the
execution time while achieving excellent optimality, both in best-case
and worst-case executions.
We experimentally evaluate the operator scheduling achieved by
SOO via simulation on iFogSim [19] under different configurations
of the Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture and numbers and rates of the
data streams. In best-case execution, SOO finds the optimal solution
(same as SOO-CPLEX) with a performance gain up to 63% in terms
of execution time for the problem sizes that we experimented with. In
worst-case execution, SOO approximates the optimal solution with
up to 0.01% of approximation error, while reducing the execution
time up to 55%.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section II introduces the

system model as well as our modeling of the resource usage cost,
and formulates the resource allocation problem. Section III presents
the SOO scheduling algorithm. Section IV details the experimental
evaluation. Finally, Sections V and VI present respectively the related
work and the conclusion.
II. R ESOURCE A LLOCATION P ROBLEM
A. System model
1) DSPA application: is modeled as a directed acyclic graph of
operators, denoted by G , where the vertices are the set of continuous
operators and the edges are the set of data stream flowing between two
operators [4]. G topology further includes the sources that produce
the raw data streams Sj of rate |Sj | consumed by DSPA operators
and sinks that capture the stream of the computed results. To cope
with the infinite nature of data streams, we consider that continuous
operators are executed in time windows ωx to process a finite set of
data items arising within a time interval. Furthermore, we consider
the following parameters:
a) Operator selectivity (selx ): is the ratio between the input
and output data rate of an operator Ox .
b) Cumulated operator selectivity (cselx ):: is the product of
operator selectivity from a source to a target operator Ox following
the topological order of operators in the application graph G.
c) Edge data rate (λx,y ): is the rate of data stream flow between
two operators, from a source to an operator or from the application
graph to a sink. This is calculated as the product of the cumulated
operator selectivity of the upstream operator (or data source) and the
rate of the raw data stream Sj : λx,y = cselx · |Sj |.
d) Edge-cut (ecj ): used in graph theory, is the partitioning of the
application graph into two disjoints subgraphs. Any edge-cut contains
a set of edges that have one endpoint in each subgraph of the partition.
Hence let |ecj | denotes the value (or rate) of an edge-cut ecj which
is the sum of data rates of the edges crossing this edge-cut.
e) Minimum edge-cut: is the edge-cut that has the smallest value
among all the edge-cuts in the application graph G. To calculate the
minimum edge-cut we may rely on the Edmond-Karp algorithm [22]
that is proven to be efficient for dense graphs.
f) Operator data load (ρx ): is the aggregation of the input data
streams per time window ωx , we assume a specific window, ωx =1sec:
ρj =

I
X

ωj · λi,j

(1)

i=1

Where I is the maximum number of upstream operators Ox
producing data stream at rate λx,y towards the operator Oy .
g) Operator cost (cx ): is the computational cost in terms of
CPU and/or memory usage for an operator Ox to process a unitary
data load ρx .
2) Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture: is abstracted as hierarchical
wide-area resource network as depicted in Figure 1. The Edge layer
consists of M IoT devices Ei , i = {1, ..., M } moving in N geographic areas, the Fog layer consist of N Fog nodes Fj , j = {1...N }
where each Fog node Fj provides nearby computational service to the
geographic area j. And one Cloud node C on the top of the hierarchy.
In this respect, we consider the following parameters: cmEi is the
maximum CPU/memory of an Edge node Ei . The network link from
an Edge node Ei to its nearest Fog node Fj is characterized by a
network delay ndEi Fj and the network bandwidth capacity nbEFj
of all incoming links to the fog node Fj . cmFj is the maximum
CPU/memory of a Fog node Fj . The network link from a Fog node
Fj to the Cloud node C is characterized by a network delay ndFj C

and the network bandwidth capacity nbFj C for all incoming links of
the cloud node. Finally, cmC is the maximum CPU/memory of the
Cloud node.
We consider also cmuEi , cmuFj and cmuC as the CPU/memory
usage respectively on a Edge node Ei , a Fog node Fj and the
Cloud node C; additionally nbuEi Fj and nbuF j C are the network
bandwidth usage on network links respectively from an Edge node
Ei to a Fog node Fj and from a Fog node Fj to the Cloud node C.
Finally, we consider Sj as the sum of data streams arriving to a Fog
nodes Fj and produced by mj (t) ≤ M IoT devices moving
P at a time
t in a geographic area j. Given the above, at time t M = N
j=1 mj (t).
B. Computational resource usage cost
Our cost model extends [23] in order to take into account the
usage cost of computational resources shared by multiple DSPA
applications. More precisely, we weight the usage of a computational
resource by an individual application by the inverse of its computational capacity. The overall computational resource usage cost is:
M
N
X
X
1
1
1
cru =
cmuEi ·
+
+ cmuC ·
(2)
cmuFj ·
cm
cm
cm
Ei
Fj
C
i=1
j=1
Where M is the total number of the Edge nodes Ei , N is the total
number of the Fog nodes Fj , cmuEi , cmuFj and cmuC are the
CPU/memory usage respectively on the Edge node Ei , the Fog node
Fj and the Cloud node C.
The more computational resources a node has the less is the
cost for running a specific computation [25]. Thus, in the Cloud
computational resources are practically infinite (cmC → ∞), so
the weight is very small, practically zero ( cm1C → 0). In the
Fog, computational resources are limited, so the weight is higher
( cm1F → 1) and the cost for using these resources is high, hence
j
computational resources in the Fog should be used with parsimony as
in addition they may have to be shared among multiple applications.
Similarly to [25], computational resources of IoT devices at the
Edge are not used. An approach to account for mobile and fixed
computational resources at the Edge will be addressed in our future
work. Then, Formula (2) becomes:
cru =

N
X

cmuFj ·

j=1

1
cmFj

(3)

cmuFj is the sum of the CPU/memory usage required by each
operator of the subgraph Gmigj ∈ G, which is replicated on the
X
Fog node Fj :
cmuFj =
ρx · cx
(4)
Ox ∈Gmigj

C. Network resource usage cost
We consider that modeling the Edge-to-Fog network as a localarea network (LAN) and the Fog-to-Cloud network as a wide-area
network (WAN) as in [25] is too restrictive, since a Fog node
may be located at shorter but still considerable distance from the
Edge. Thus, in our cost model the Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture is
considered as a hierarchical wide area resource network. Hence, two
conflicting factors are involved: network bandwidth increases up the
hierarchy, however also network delay increases up the hierarchy.
In the literature [17], [18], concerning peer node networks, network
delay is used as the only weight factor for differentiating network
links. We additionally include network bandwidth as a weight factor:
using network links of limited capacity with parsimony allows an
efficient sharing among several DSPA applications.
Then, the overall network resource usage cost at time t is:

j (t)
N
N m
X
X
X
nbuEi Fj ndEi Fj
nbuF j C ndFj C
·
+
·
(5)
nru =
nb
nd
nbF C
ndmin
EFj
min
j=1
j=1 i=1

where mj (t) ≤ M is the number of the Edge nodes Ei sending data
streams to their closest Fog node Fj at a time t, N is the number of
the Fog nodes Fj . nbuEi Fj and nbuF j C are the network bandwidth
usages on the network links respectively from Ei to Fj and from Fj
to the Cloud node C. ndmin is the minimum network delay in the
resource network (ndmin = min{ndEi Fj , ndFj C }). As the Edge is
i,j

much closer to the Fog, normally one of the Edge-to-Fog network
links has the minimum network delay.
Given that no processing is done at the Edge, each entire raw
data stream Sj produced at the Edge reaches the Fog anyway. Thus
in Formula (5), the cost part concerning Edge-Fog network links is
fixed (set as c constant). Furthermore, although the network delay
on a wide-area network link can vary due to the condition of the
underlying physical link that is shared by multiple data connections
[17], we assume that the network delays between each Fog node and
the Cloud can be considered equal and that ndFj C and ndmin can be
assigned statically calculated average values. Then, we can consider
ndFj C
as a constant a. In this way Formula (5) becomes:
ndmin
N
X
1
nbuF j C ·
nru = c + a ·
(6)
nb
FC
j=1
The network bandwidth effectively used on all the Fog-to-Cloud
network links is defined as follows:
B=

N
X

nbuFj C

(7)

j=1

While we considered Cloud computational resources as practically
infinite in our resource cost model, we opt for considering Cloud
network bandwidth as a resource the usage of which incurs a cost
that should be taken into account. Indeed, Cloud providers rely
on contracts with ISPs for network bandwidth. For distributed data
intensive applications, the usage of the Cloud network bandwidth
can be a bottleneck when sending huge volumes of data streams.
Hence, for such applications the (monetary) cost charged by Cloud
providers for network bandwidth usage can be much larger than the
cost charged for computational resource usage. Thus, we assume
an upper threshold Bmax of B which is set for a specific DSPA
application.
D. Problem statement
The operator placement problem is a conflicting optimization
problem, since minimizing the (overall Fog) computational resource
usage cost, i.e., cru, implies placement of all operators of G in the
Cloud, which results in low (zero) cru and high (overall Fog-toCloud) network resource usage cost, i.e., nru; while minimizing
nru implies placement of all operators of G in the Fog, which
results in high cru and low nru. Hence, there is a trade-off to
address between the two metrics. Similarly to [15], we transform this
conflicting optimization problem to a single-objective optimization
(SOO) problem by applying weights to the different optimization
metrics. As cru and nru are defined in different scales, we first
normalize these two metrics by using the min-max scaling technique.
Then, cru defined in Formula (3) is normalized as follows:
cru − crumin
CRU =
(8)
crumax − crumin
Where crumin is the minimum value set to 0 and crumax = N is
the maximum value set to the number of Fog nodes.

Furthermore, we consider N RU as the normalized form of nru
defined in Formula (6), where the constants c and a are eliminated.
Following from the above, we aim to minimize the overall resource
usage cost RU defined as the weighted sum of CRU and N RU :
minimize

RU = wc · CRU + wn · N RU

subject to

cmuFj ≤ cmFj j = {1, . . . , N },

(10)

B ≤ Bmax.

(11)

(9)

Where wc ≥ 0 and wn ≥ 0 are respectively the weights for
computational and network resource usage cost, which enable to
specify a usage preference for one of the two types of resources over
the other. In the rest of the paper, we consider that wc = wn = 1.
Equation (10) represents the computational resource usage (i.e.,
CPU/RAM usage) constraint for each individual Fog node (max
available capacity). Similarly, Equation (11) is the constraint on the
Fog to Cloud network bandwidth usage.
Finally, we consider the operator replicability constraint: an operator can be replicated on a Fog node if there is sense in applying its
operation only to the local data stream. Otherwise, if this operation
must be applied to the global data stream, the operator can only be
deployed in the Cloud.

minimum edge-cut approach to identify the solution that minimizes
N RU by minimizing independently N RUj for each data stream Sj .
If the resulting Fog-to-Cloud bandwidth usage does not satisfy the
constraint B ≤ Bmax, the problem has no solution. By relaxing
accordingly the Bmax constraint, we may accept this last solution as
the best possible one. On the other hand, if the constraint B ≤ Bmax
is satisfied, SOO applies a greedy search to improve this solution by
further reducing RU . We present the pseudo-code of our proposed
SOO heuristic in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: SOO
Input:
Input:
Input:
Input:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

III. H EURISTIC SOLUTION

11

To solve our streaming operator scheduling problem, we need to
search in the graph G the replication and migration point (edge-cut)
ecj of each data stream Sj and Fog node Fj . The edge-cut ecj
delimits the sub-graph Gmigj ∈ G to replicate and migrate on the
corresponding Fog node Fj . Gmigj should satisfy the computational
resource usage constraint in (10) and the operator replicability
constraint. On the other hand, the processed data streams Sj that
will be transmitted on the Fog to Cloud network links should jointly
satisfy the network bandwidth usage constraint (11).
We observe that, when selecting an edge-cut ecj as the replication
and migration point of a data stream Sj and Fog node Fj , we
can individually calculate the effect of this selection on the overall
resource usage cost. Thus, we assume that the computational and
network resource usage costs can be split for each individual data
stream Sj as follows:

12

RU =

N
X

RUj , where RUj = CRUj + N RUj

(12)

j=1

We consider RUj , CRUj and N RUj as respectively the contributions to RU , CRU , and N RU for processing a data stream Sj .
Considering our streaming operator scheduling problem with the
objective of minimizing RU , given the values of RUj at each edgecut ecj and for all data streams Sj and Fog nodes Fj , under the
global constraint of network bandwidth usage, our problem can be
mapped to a 0/1 knapsack problem [20], which is NP-hard.
To address this NP-hardness, our proposed heuristic solution called
Single Objective Optimization (SOO) algorithm is inspired from
BOSe [21]. SOO first applies a parallel search to generate a solution
that attempts to minimize the overall resource usage cost RU by
minimizing independently RUj for each data stream Sj . If this
solution satisfies the constraint B ≤ Bmax, then the achieved RU
is optimal. Otherwise the problem may not have a solution or, if a
solution exists, finding the optimal solution is NP-hard.
Thus in a second step, SOO applies a greedy search that produces
local optimal solutions to approximate the global optimal solution
in a reasonable amount of time. In this respect, we first use the

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

G, application graph
Grep, subgraph of replicable operators of G
Bmax, upper threshold for bandwidth usage
Sraw, set of raw data streams Sj
U pdated ← ∅, set of Sj on which ∆RU is applied Sj
M ← ∅, set of Gmigj , replicable subgraph per Sj
RM ← ∅ set of edge-cuts ecj ∈ Grep per Sj
RU ← 0, overall resource usage cost
B ← 0, Fog-to-Cloud network bandwidth usage
M ← RU minCut()
if B > Bmax then
Selected ← dataM inCut()
if B ≤ Bmax then
∆RUset ← edgeCutM ove(Selected, RM, M )
Sort ∆RUset in increasing order
Pull ∆RU on top of ∆RUset
while ∆RU < 0 do
Get Sj , ejk , Gmigjk corresponding to ∆RU
ecj ← M R[j]
if B − |ecj | + |ecjk | ≤ Bmax and
Updated.contains(Sj ) == False then
M R[j] ← ejp
M [j] ← Gmigjk
B ← B − |ecj | + |ecjk |
RU ← RU + ∆RU
U pdated ← U pdated ∪ Sj

Pull ∆RU on top of ∆RUset
Rewrite G to include all Gmigj (or Gmigjp ) ∈ M
Deploy the new G

A. Parallel search
We use the function RUminCut, in which for each data stream
Sj we identify Gsatj ⊆ Grep as the part of Grep that satisfies
the computational resource constraint on the Fog node Fj receiving
the data stream Sj . Then, we select the edge-cut ecj ∈ Gsatj that
produces the minimum RUj . We set this edge-cut as the replication
and migration point of Sj on the Fog node Fj . Then, we identify the
candidate sub-graph Gmigj ⊆ Gsatj to replicate on Fog node Fj
delimited by the identified edge-cut ecj . Once we identified Gmigj
for all the data streams Sj , we calculate the resulting Fog-to-Cloud
network bandwidth usage B and the overall resource usage cost RU .
The pseudo code of RU minCut is presented in Algorithm 3.
B. Greedy search
1) dataMinCut: Similarly to RU minCut, for each data stream
Sj , we pass by Grep ⊆ G and Gsatj ⊆ Grep for selecting, in
this case, the minimum edge-cut ecj that produces the minimum
N RUj . In this way, we identify the resulting candidate subgraph
Gmigj ⊆ Gsatj delimited by the minimum edge-cut ecj . Then, we
compute the overall N RU , RU and B. For space saving, we omit
to present its pseudo-code.

2) edgeCutMove: Departing from the solution of dataM inCut
and for each individual data stream Sj , any backward move of
an edge-cut ecj in Gmigj will decrease CRUj (consequently also
CRU ) while it will increase or decrease N RUj (consequently also
N RU ).
For example, in Figure 2 we identify Gmig2 as the subgraph to
replicate on the Fog at the minimum edge-cut ec3 for processing the
stream S2 . The possible edge-cut backward moves to consider are:
ec21 , ec22 , ec23 and ec24 ; the contributions to RU are respectively
RU21 , RU22 , RU23 , RU24 .

Algorithm 2: edgeCutMove
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ecj ← RM [j]
Get RUj corresponding to edge-cut ecj
while ecjk is valid do
Gmigj ← M [j]
Get Gmigjk ⊆ Gmigj delimited by ecjk
Compute cmuFj and normalize to CRUj
Compute nbuFj C and normalize to N RUj
RUjp ← CRUjk + N RUjk
∆RU ← RUjk − RUj
∆RUset ←∆RUset ∪∆RU
Keep and map ∆RU, Sj , Gmigjk and ecjk
ecj ← ecjk
Get ecjk preceding ecj ∈ Gmigj

return ∆RUset

Algorithm 3: SOO::RUminCut

Fig. 2. Example of edge-cut move

Given the above, for any edge-cut backward move ecj on a data
stream Sj , we assume the changes ∆CRU and ∆N RU respectively
in CRU and N RU , where ∆CRU is in general negative and
∆N RU may be negative or positive. Thus, we can calculate the
change in the resource usage cost RU as follows: ∆RU = ∆CRU +
∆N RU , and Formula (9) can be expressed as RU 0 = RU + ∆RU .
The objective of the greedy search is first to identify all possible edge-cut backward moves, as described by the function
edgeCutM ove presented in Algorithm 2, then to apply the edgecut moves that produce the smallest ∆RU < 0, while satisfying the
constraint B ≤ Bmax. To apply the edge-cut moves, we retrieve
∆RUset, the result of edgeCutM ove, which is the set of ∆RU’s,
then we sort this set in increasing order. We pull from the top of
the set the smallest ∆RU. If ∆RU is lower than 0, we apply its
corresponding edge-cut move ecjk as the current replication and
migration point of the data stream Sj , and Gmigjk as the current
subgraph to deploy in the Fog, only if the constraint B ≤ Bmax
is satisfied. Then, we pull from ∆RUset the next lowest ∆RU to
continue improving RU , as long as the remaining ∆RUset is not
empty or we do not yet encounter a ∆RU ≥ 0. It worth noting that
we update at most once each data stream Sj with its best (lowest)
∆RU. The pseudo-code for applying the backward edge-cut moves
is presented in Algorithm 1, lines 11-22.

Function edgeCutMove(Selected, RM, M, B):
∆RUset ← ∅
for Sj ∈ Sraw do

5

Function RUminCut(Sraw, RM, M, RU, B, Grep):
for Sj ∈ Sraw do
Get Fog node Fj to serve Sj
Identify Gsatj ⊆ Grep while cmuFj ≤ cmFj
Find ecj in Gsatj with the minimum

6

Find Gmigj ⊆ Gsatj delimited by ecj

7

RU ← RU + RUj
B ← B + |ecj |
M [j] ← Gmigj
RM [j] ← ecj
Keep and map ecj to RUj

1
2
3
4

RUj ← CRUj + N RUj

8
9
10
11
12

return M

the optimality gap (OG) to 0.0%. OG is a metric used by CPLEX to
trade off between optimality and performance.
For our simulation experiments, we build a model of the TLC
application (New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission rides)
[28]). The TLC application finds the busiest driver every two hours,
where each vehicle emits at the end of a ride a data record containing
driver identification, pick-up and drop-off times and locations. It
comprises 5 operators and 1 sink as depicted in Figure 3.

IV. E VALUATIONS
We use the simulator tool iFogSim [19] driven by realistic parameter settings that are proposed in [27]. As benchmarks, we
consider: (i) SOO-CPLEX that produces optimal solutions, and (ii)
RCS (Resource Constraint Satisfaction) as baseline approach [15].
RCS enhances pure Cloud-based stream processing by dynamically
placing the streaming operators between the Fog and the Cloud in
synergy with the evolution of IoT data stream rates. More specifically,
assuming an initial deployment of all the operators in the Cloud,
RCS minimally uses the Fog computational resources to satisfy
the constraints B ≤ Bmax and B ≥ Bmin, where Bmin is
a lower threshold of B that we add to avoid the oscillation of
operator placement between the Fog and the Cloud. In this respect, we
implement SOO, SOO-CPLEX and RCS in Java inside the simulator.
To ensure that SOO-CPLEX produces the optimal solution, we set

Fig. 3. DSPA application used in the evaluation

We also build a simulation model of the Edge-Fog-Cloud architecture presented in Figure 1, where we scale the numbers of Fog
nodes and IoT devices.
We statically simulate the variability of the data stream rates
arriving to the Fog nodes by selecting randomly (uniform distribution)
10 values of M (number of IoT devices) in the interval [5000, 50000],
where each IoT device produces data at a rate of 4KB/s [13]. Then
for each value of M, we set an interval [0, M ] in which we randomly
(uniform distribution) set mj (t) IoT devices per geographical area j,
so that the sum of mj (t) be equal to M. In this respect, each Fog

node Fj receives data stream Sj at rate |Sj | = mj (t) × 4KB/s. We
wish to have around 15 results of RU, CRU, and NRU for each value
of M ∈ [5000, 50000] and to plot the average of these results per
value of M. Hence, we repeat the splitting of each value of M per
geographical area 15 times. In this respect, the total data rate reaching
the Fog follows a random (uniform distribution) sequence of the 10
values of M ×4KB/s repeated 15 times. We feed this sequence to
SOO, RCS and SOO-CPLEX. For RCS, we maintain the previous
state of the DSPA application between the successive experiments.
For SOO and SOO-CPLEX, each experiment is independent, since
these two approaches calculate each time a new operator placement
without taking into account the previous deployment state.
A. Parameter setting
We evaluate the performance of SOO against RCS and SOOCPLEX in both best-case and worst-case executions of the SOO
algorithm. Best-case execution is related to the set of experiments
where SOO applies only RU minCut. Worst-case execution is related to the set of experiments where, additionally, SOO applies a
greedy search including dataM inCut and edgeCutM ove.
We observed that SOO executes in the worst case only in a narrow
subspace of parameter settings. We generate parameter settings inside
and outside this subspace by proceeding as follows: assuming that
the graph G of the DSPA application is a two-degree graph (as the
one of Figure 3), we introduce the following two parameters: i) the
cost of operator Oy for processing a unitary data load entering the
graph, based on the cumulated selectivity of its upstream operator
Ox : csel cy = cselx · cy , where cy is the cost of the operator
Oy ; and ii) the cumulated sum of such costs up to an operator Oy :
sum csel cy = sum csel cx + csel cy .
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE DSPA APPLICATION OF F IGURE 3
Operators
cselx
sum csel cx

O1
0.8
1.5

O2
0.96
2.78

O3
0.672
4.412

O4
0.9408
5.6216

O5
0.84672
7.40912

Table I shows the values of cselx and sum csel cx for the DSPA
application of Figure 3. Given the formulas of CRU and N RU ,
we identify the following equilibrium, which represents a balance
between the maximum CRU and N RU values over all possible
edge-cuts selected as replication and migration points:
max (sum csel cx )
max (cselx )
Ox ∈G
≈
PN
Bmax
j=1 cmFj

Ox ∈G

each Fog node Fj or increase Bmax with respect to the equilibrium
(13). However, we cannot go very far away from the equilibrium,
otherwise dataM inCut produces a solution where B > Bmax,
i.e., there is no solution to the problem. Accordingly, we consider
N=10 Fog nodes where all of them have 256MB of RAM, and we
keep Bmax = 125000KB/s. Additionally for the baseline solution
RCS, we set Bmin = 75000KB/s.
B. Evaluation results
1) Best-case execution: In this set of experiments, the Fog computational resources are relatively abundant and hence their usage is less
costly than the usage of the Cloud network resources. As depicted
in Figure 4, whatever the evolution of the number of IoT devices at
the Edge and consequently the data stream rates reaching the Fog
nodes, SOO performs like SOO-CPLEX, thus it finds the optimal
RU thanks to RU minCut, for which the resulting solution satisfies
directly the constraint B ≤ Bmax. When comparing to RCS, SOO
outperforms it with a difference ratio that decreases from 43.96% to
2.48% with respect to the evolution of the number of IoT devices at
the Edge.

Fig. 4. Overall resource cost, N=30 Fog nodes while scaling the IoT devices

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show that SOO finds a balance between
CRU and N RU in order to minimize RU . Given that RCS resorts
minimally to the Fog resources, when M ≤ 20000 IoT devices the
resulting data stream rate that reaches the Cloud through the Fog
nodes is lower than Bmax, hence no processing is moved to the Fog
and CRU is null, as depicted in Figure 5. When comparing to SOO,
such cost can be considered as cost-efficient, but the counterpart in
terms of N RU is very high, as depicted in Figure 6. However when
M > 20000 IoT devices, CRU for RCS is monotonically increasing
for satisfying the constraint B ≤ Bmax.

(13)

This equilibrium qualifies the case when, while moving from an
edge-cut to another, network resources are replaced by computational
resources of, more or less, equal cost. Then RU = CRU + N RU
will be almost constant.
We have observed that, for a best-case execution of SOO, the
Fog computational resources should be less costly (i.e., relatively
more abundant) than the Cloud network resources. To do so, we
increase cmFj for each Fog node Fj or decrease Bmax with respect
to the equilibrium (13). This ensures that RU minCut produces a
solution where the constraint B ≤ Bmax is satisfied. Accordingly,
we consider N=30 Fog nodes, and we set their computational capacity
in terms of RAM so that 20% of the nodes have 256MB, 30% have
1GB and 50% have 2GB. Then we set Bmax = 125000KB/s
(≈ 1Gbps).
For a worst-case execution of SOO, the Fog computational resources should be more costly (i.e., relatively less abundant) than
the Cloud network resources. To this end, we decrease cmFj for

Fig. 5. Computational cost, N=30 Fog nodes while scaling the IoT devices

Fig. 6. Network cost, N=30 Fog nodes while scaling the IoT devices

Furthermore, we can see in Figure 5 that CRU values of SOO,
SOO-CPLEX and RCS are very small, lower than 0.1. This is due
to the specific computational requirements of the DSPA application
(Figure 3) and the high capacities of the Fog computational resources.
2) Worst-case execution: In this set of experiments, the Fog
computational resources are pretty limited, thus their usage is more

costly than the usage of the Cloud bandwidth. As shown in Figure 7,
the RU plots are steeper for RCS, SOO and SOO-CPLEX, with very
small differences between them. More specifically, SOO achieves
a lower RU compared to RCS with a decreasing difference ratio
from 14.77% to 0.76%, following the increase in the number of IoT
devices (M) at the Edge, which results in an increase of the data
stream rates arriving to the Fog nodes.
Furthermore, SOO achieves equal RU compared to SOO-CPLEX,
for the experiments where M < 40000 IoT devices at the Edge. This
corresponds to best-case execution for SOO, thus, SOO produces
optimal results like SOO-CPLEX. On the other hand, when M is
equal to 40000 and 45000 IoT devices, SOO-CPLEX outperforms
SOO, with a small difference ratio up to 0.01%. This corresponds to
worst-case execution for SOO, where SOO approximates the optimal
solution.

for each increase of N , where initially N = Ninit .
Besides the setting of SOO-CPLEX with OG = 0.0%, we
additionally consider the setting of SOO-CPLEX with OG = 50%
to enable SOO-CPLEX to balance between optimality and execution
time. As depicted in Figure 10, for the different scaling up ratios,
SOO has lower execution times, with a difference ratio ranging
between 54% and 70%, compared to SOO-CPLEX with OG = 0%.
Even when compared to SOO-CPLEX with OG = 50%, SOO has
lower execution times with a difference ratio between 1% and 30%.

Fig. 10. execution time by by scaling N, Bmax and M

Fig. 7. Overall resource cost, N=10 Fog nodes while scaling the IoT devices

In terms of the produced RU solution, Figure 11 shows that SOO
fails to find the optimal solution compared to SOO-CPLEX with
OG = 0%, but the approximation error is very small, ranging from
0.01% to 0.0003%, following the scaling-up ratio increase. On the
other hand, when comparing to SOO-CPLEX with OG = 50%, SOO
produces a better RU solution whatever the scaling-up ratio.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that, for RCS, CRU is null and
constant and N RU monotonically increases when M ≤ 20000 IoT
devices, since RCS has the preference of using the Cloud network
bandwidth over the Fog computational resources when B ≤ Bmax.
On the other hand, when M increases higher than 20000 IoT devices,
CRU monotonically increases to ensure the constraint B ≤ Bmax.
Fig. 11. Resource usage cost by scaling N, Bmax and M

V. R ELATED WORK

Fig. 8. Computational cost, N=10 Fog nodes while scaling the IoT devices

Fig. 9. Network cost, N=10 Fog nodes while scaling the IoT devices

For SOO and SOO-CPLEX, Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that SOO
achieves to balance between CRU and N RU to minimize the overall
resource usage cost RU .
3) Scalability analysis: We assess the scalabilty of SOO against
SOO-CPLEX in terms of execution time, i.e., the time it takes for
either algorithm to find the best streaming operator placement, to
rewrite the application graph based on this placement, and to deploy
the resulting application graph between the Fog and Cloud. In this
respect, we use as starting point the parameter settings for SOO worstcase execution with N = 10 Fog nodes, M = 40000 IoT devices and
Bmax = 125000KB/s. To maintain the same ratio in parameter
setting with respect to the equilibrium (13), we consider the scaling
N
, where Ninit = 10 Fog nodes, then we scale Bmax
up ratio Ninit
and M by multiplying their initial values with the scaling up ratio

Algorithms [17], [18] solve the general resource allocation problem, where placement of operators is performed on peer resource
nodes. These algorithms optimize some DSPA application performance metric (e.g. response time, availability, etc.) or some networkrelated metric (e.g. network bandwidth, network delay) and show
a positive impact on application performance. Optimizing computational resource usage is not considered by these algorithms.
Neophytou et al. [21] propose the BOSe heuristic, which inspired
our SOO heuristic. BOSe splits the processing load of continuous
queries (CQs) between a central server and several mobile user devices in order to optimize the trade-off between data communication
cost and data processing cost. These costs are expressed in terms
of energy consumption of mobile devices. The results of the CQs
take the form of individual data streams disseminated to the mobile
devices over a shared broadcast medium. Similarly to SOO, BOSe
relies on a greedy search of edge-cut moves to split the load of CQs.
Unlike from SOO, in BOSe, moving an edge-cut of a data stream
for a mobile user has an impact on the energy consumption of the
other mobile users due to the broadcast medium; in SOO, dependency
among streams is due to the shared Cloud bandwidth. Furthermore,
BOSe does not consider a constraint on the computational resource
usage of the mobile users, and it was not evaluated in terms of
optimality.
Nardelli et al. [9] propose several heuristics to solve the operator
placement problem with the objective to minimize response time,
network resource usage, and to maximize the DSPA application
availability. Some of these heuristics rely on meta-heuristics, such
as tabu search, local search, etc. They use a penalty function that

captures the cost of using a computing resource. However, this set of
heuristics does not optimize the computational resource usage. Furthermore, Hiessl et al. [24] extend the operator placement problem of
[9] by including the operator enactment cost and operator migration
cost. However, this work does not consider the optimization of the
computational resource usage, and it does not propose any efficient
heuristic. It is worth noting these approaches address the operator
placement problem formulated by Cardellini et al. in [18] as an ILP
problem and solved with CPLEX. This work also inspired our SOOCPLEX solution.
Similarly to our approach, Planner [8] introduces a heuristic for
deploying DSPA applications between the Cloud and the Edge/Fog in
order to minimize the network resource usage for reaching the Cloud.
Planner relies on a minimum edge-cut algorithm to split separately
each data stream processing path.
Compared with Planner, we account for the fact that not only the
network resources to reach the Cloud but also the computational
resources at the Edge/Fog are limited and shareable, thus it is
necessary to ensure their efficient usage; hence we propose a more
sophisticated resource model and algorithmic approach.
Finally, SpanEdge [29] aims at reducing the response time and the
network resource usage cost of data stream processing applications,
however, it does not consider the computational resource usage.
Additionally, it mainly proposes a software engineering approach,
while it does not solve any instance of the operator placement
problem.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the problem of scheduling streaming
operators between Fog and Cloud nodes, in synergy with the variability of data stream rates produced at the Edge. We propose SOO, a
resource-aware and time-efficient heuristic that takes into account the
limited Fog computational resources, as well as congestion and delay
issues on Fog-to-Cloud network resources. Evaluation results showed
that SOO approximates the optimal resource usage cost solution while
achieving excellent optimality, by managing the trade-off between
the Fog computational resource usage cost and the Fog-to-Cloud
network resource usage cost. Regarding scalability, SOO is timeefficient comparing to the optimal algorithmic solution, whatever the
problem size. We are currently working on extending our problem
formulation so as to take into account real-time response constraints
of IoT applications. Additionally, as DSPA workloads may highly
vary, we need to monitor at run-time the allocated resources and
continuously schedule the deployment of DSPA computations over
the Edge/Fog/Cloud.
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